Macro Practice Reading List

Community Practice Reading list


City Limits, Aug/Sep 93 (Special issue on Community Organizing). 72 pages, 40 Prince St., NY, NY 10012.


Kretzmann, J. P. & McKnight, J. L. (1993). *Building communities from the inside out: A path toward finding and mobilizing a community’s Assets.* Evanston IL: Center for Urban Affairs and Policy Research, Northwestern University.


McKnight, J.L., & Kretzmann, J., Mapping community capacity. Evanston IL: Center for Urban Affairs and Policy Research, Northwestern University.


Rubin, Herbert J., & Rubin, Irene (1986). *Community Organizing and development*. Columbus, OH: Merrill


**Human Services Administration Reading List**

Allison, M. & Kaye, J. Strategic Planning for Nonprofit Organizations, Wiley

**Journals (Basic)**
- Journal of Community Practice, Haworth Press
- Administration in Social Work

**Journals (Specialty)**
- Journal of Technology in Human Services
- Journal of Social Policy
- Social Development Issues
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Chavkin, N. F. (1993). *The use of research in social work practice: A case example from school social work*. Westport, CT: Praeger


